FRIDAY, 24 MARCH 2023
0800-0900 Continental Breakfast
Olive Ann Beech Hall

TECHNICAL SESSION

WELCOME
0900 Caleb Quick (AM), Textron Aviation
Symposium Chairman
Brett Pierson (AF), Textron Aviation
Master of Ceremonies

0915 - 0945
“Unconventional Use of the C-H Rating Scale in King Air Stall Characteristics Testing”
Dan Hinson (AF), Textron Aviation
Stuart Rogerson (AF), Textron Aviation

0945 - 1015
“Pilot Proficiency”
Jack Waters (M), Boeing

1015 - 1030 COFFEE BREAK

1030 - 1100
“Showing Compliance in an Amendment 64 World”
Keith Gittemeier, Textron Aviation
Shannon Lunsford, Textron Aviation

1100 - 1130
“408 SkyCourier Unimproved Runway Test”
Todd Dafforn (M), Textron Aviation

Update on the Scott Foster Award
Warren Hansen (AF)

1130 - 1300 LUNCHEON
“The Journey of Doc”
Mr. Scott Sarver, Doc’s Friends

1300 - 1330
“The Cessna Model 408 SkyCourier: Revisiting a Classic Configuration”
David Staples, Textron Aviation

1330 - 1400
“USAFA Flight Test of Lockheed Martin Corporation’s Smart Adaptive Flight Control”
C1C Andrew Devers, USAFA
C1C Benjamin Leicht, USAFA
C1C Noah Luna, USAFA

1400 - 1415 COFFEE BREAK

1415 - 1445
“Risk Mitigation, or Risky Business? Flying Around the World, Single Engine”
Steven Helmer (AM), Textron Aviation

1445 - 1515
“Cold Weather Testing: Doing it Again for the First Time”
Andrew Peters (M), Textron Aviation
Caleb Quick (AM), Textron Aviation

1515-1530
“State of the Society”
Andrew McFarland (AF),
Airborne Tactical Advantage Company
Vice President, SETP

1530
Presentation of the Lloyd C. Stearman Award

The Society would like to thank our SPONSORS: